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Abstract – The phenomenon of a chiral-symmetry protected thermalization gap in Hermitian
photonic systems is counterintuitive as it implies that the photon coherence can be continuously
improved by disorders towards an asymptotic limit. We show that the phenomenon disappears
in time-independent, non-Hermitian photonic systems even when the chiral symmetry is well
preserved. In fact, the degree of thermalization generally increases with the disorder strength,
in agreement with intuition. As non-Hermitian characteristics (e.g., weak gain and loss) can be
expected in realistic physical situations, the phenomenon of a thermalization gap may be observed
but only in well-controlled experiments with high-quality materials.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2019

Introduction. – Recent years have witnessed a rapid
growth of interest in non-Hermitian systems [1,2]. In
open Hamiltonian systems with symmetry breaking so
that the Hermitian properties can no longer be main-
tained, surprising physical phenomena can arise [3–8]. For
example, in condensed-matter physics, the principle of
bulk-boundary correspondence stipulates that the bulk of
the lattice can be characterized by a topological invari-
ant whose value determines the existence of possible gap-
less edge states. However, a recent work [9] demonstrated
that violating the Hermitian properties can induce a frac-
tional topological invariant number and lead to a change
in the stability of the edge states, thereby defying the
bulk-boundary correspondence. Another example occurs
in wave propagation/transport, where conventional wis-
dom is that phenomena such as diffusion and localization
are caused by random disorders. However, it was demon-
strated theoretically and experimentally [10,11] that a
sudden transition from ballistic to diffusive motions can
occur even in ordered, time-independent, non-Hermitian
systems maintaining the parity-time reversal (PT ) sym-
metry. Also, a remarkable phenomenon in non-Hermitian
systems is the appearance of exception points in the eigen-
value spectrum about which crossing/anti-crossing tran-
sitions can occur and the corresponding emergence of a
new topological Berry phase associated with paths encir-
cling the exceptional points [12,13]. In physical contexts

such as resonances and discrete-continuous energy tran-
sitions, the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are necessar-
ily complex to account for, e.g., the finite lifetime of the
state. Similarly, in non-Hermitian systems, the eigenval-
ues are complex. Experimentally, non-Hermitian physics
can be implemented and observed in waveguides, photonic
crystals, dielectric micro-resonators, and even in biological
neutral networks [14].

In one-dimensional Hermitian systems, the emergence
of a chiral symmetry protected photonic thermalization
gap has been investigated theoretically and experimen-
tally [15–19]. A system is said to possess a chiral symme-
try if a) there are eigenvalues (labeled by integers m and
−m) that appear in pairs whose real and imaginary parts
have opposite signs, and b) the associated eigenstates sat-
isfy the relation φm

n = (−1)nφ−m
n , where n is the space

coordinate. Of interest is how random disorders affect
the statistical properties of photon thermal fluctuations.
To measure the statistical properties of these fluctuations,
a second-order coherence function, i.e., the normalized
intensity correlation g(2) (eq. (7) below), is commonly
used [15–17,20], which is capable of revealing statistical
information about the source. The values of g(2) are one
for fully coherent light (e.g., laser) and two for random or
chaotic light (e.g., black-body radiation). In the absence
of any disorder, there is a high degree of coherence among
the photons. In this case, g(2) assumes the unity value
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corresponding to coherent photon states. When there are
arbitrarily weak disorders, i.e., when the strength of dis-
order is turned on from zero, there is an abrupt transition
in g(2) from unity to a value corresponding to incoherence
at which the photon statistics can be approximately de-
scribed by the modified Bose-Einstein distribution. As
the disorder strength is further increased, the value of
g(2) decreases but can never reach the unity value again
in systems with a chiral symmetry. In fact, the lower
bound of the measure has the value of two at which the
Bose-Einstein distribution holds. A “thermalization gap”
thus arises in the plot of the measure vs. the disorder
strength [15–17].

The emergence of a photon thermalization gap [15–19]
is striking and counterintuitive, as it implies that, beyond
the regime of weak disorder, the degree of photon coher-
ence in the underlying system can be continuously im-
proved by increasing the disorder strength. This result
was obtained for purely Hermitian systems with a chiral
symmetry, e.g., a photonic system of a set of ideal par-
allel coupled waveguides with the values of the refractive
index being purely real, where there is no emission and/or
absorption. In physical reality the refractive index of any
material can be expected to be generically complex with
an inevitable non-zero imaginary part. This considera-
tion motivated us to investigate thermalization in non-
Hermitian photonic systems.

To choose a prototype system setup, we note that, in
principle, we can impose certain symmetries on the non-
Hermitian system. However, a special arrangement of the
configuration may be required. For example, if we demand
that the system be time independent and possess a PT
symmetry, the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index must be an even and odd function in space, respec-
tively [21,22]. Although PT symmetry without such a
special arrangement can be realized, time modulation or
spatial engineering of the material along the propagation
direction is required [23]. We are thus led to consider
the more general setting where we assume that the
non-Hermitian system is time independent and does not
possess a PT symmetry. Specifically, we study the photon
thermalization statistics in photonic systems of a waveg-
uide array in which the refractive index of each individual
element can be complex with either sign (i.e., gain or
loss). To be more general, we consider disorders that can
either retain or break the chiral symmetry. We develop a
framework of coupled mode equations for non-Hermitian
waveguide systems with varying separations and refrac-
tive indices, which enables us to address the question of
whether a chiral-symmetry protected thermalization gap
can arise in non-Hermitian photonic systems. The main
finding is that the degree of photon coherence continues
to deteriorate as the disorder strength is increased, a
result in sharp contrast to that in refs. [15–17]. Our work
thus establishes the necessary conditions under which a
thermalization gap can be expected in a photonic system.
In particular, unless in a well-controlled experiment with

nearly perfect materials in the intermediate time (propa-
gation distance) regime, the counterintuitive phenomenon
that disorder can continue to improve the coherence
of photon fluctuations cannot occur. In fact, in non-
Hermitian systems no thermalization gap can be expected.

Non-Hermitian photonic systems. – Hermitian
symmetry requires H = H† and the system is chiral
symmetric if CHC = −H , with C = diag(1, 1, . . . , 1,
−1, . . . , −1) being the chiral symmetry operator. In gen-
eral, the Hamiltonian matrix of a photonic waveguide sys-
tem can be expressed in a 2 × 2 block form:

H →
[

H ′ HS

HT
S H ′′

]
,

where H ′, H ′′ and HS are matrices in the corresponding
blocks. For a system with chiral symmetry, the diagonal
blocks are zero: H ′ = H ′′ = 0. Further, if the system is
Hermitian, the left-bottom block can be expressed as H†

S .
In this case, the Hamiltonian is real, which is the class
of systems in which the phenomenon of a thermalization
gap [15–19] was uncovered. For systems considered in our
work, we have HT

S �= H†
S , and the Hamiltonian is in gen-

eral complex.
As a concrete setting to investigate the photon statistics

in non-Hermitian systems, we consider an array of one-
dimensional, single-mode optical waveguides arranged in
the x-direction with gain and loss, as shown in fig. 1. Each
waveguide has complex relative permittivity εn + iε′

n, and
the waveguides are placed in a surrounding medium with
complex permittivity ε0 + iε′

0. In the idealized situation
where the waveguides are identical and equally spaced, the
system can be described by a set of complex, coupled mode
equations [11]. In a realistic situation, random factors are
present, which introduce disorders that can be modeled as
proper perturbations to the coupled mode equations.

We start from the Helmholtz equation governing wave
propagation in the system:

[∇2 + k2
0 ε̃(x)]Ψ(x, z) = 0, (1)

where z is the propagation direction, Ψ(x, z) is the electric
field amplitude, k0 is the free space wave vector, and ε̃(x)
is the profile of the relative electric permittivity of the
system, which can be expressed as

ε̃(x) = ε0 + iε′
0 +

N∑
n=1

[(εn − ε0) + i(ε′
n − ε′

0)]ζn(x), (2)

where 2w is the width of the each waveguide and ζn(x) =
Θ(x−xn +w)−Θ(x−xn −w) with Θ(x) being the Heav-
iside step function. The effective coupled mode equations
can be obtained under the approximation that the eigen-
mode of the individual waveguide is well confined so that
the full width half-maximum (FWHM) � is much smaller
than d, the spacing between two adjacent waveguides. The
equations are [11]

−i
dφn

dz
= iκφn + (C + iC′)(φn+1 + φn−1), (3)
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a

b

C + iC Cn + iCn Cn+1 + iCn+1

C + iC Cn + iC Cn+1 + iC

0 + i 0

n 1=

n 1=
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Fig. 1: Two types of disorders in a non-Hermitian photonic
system of a waveguide array. Both the waveguides and the sur-
rounding medium have a complex reflection index. (a) Spacing
disorder in which the distances between the nearest waveguides
are randomly modified. The disorders will result in randomness
in both the real and imaginary parts of the coupling constant.
(b) Relative permittivity disorder in which the complex refrac-
tive index of each waveguide is randomly modified while the
distances between the nearest waveguides are kept constant.
As a result, there will be random perturbations upon both the
diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian.

where

κ =
k2
0

2β

[
ε′
0 + (ε′ − ε′

0) tanh
(w

�

)]
,

C =
(ε − ε0)k2

0

2β

w

�
exp

(
−d

�

)
, (4)

C′ =
(ε′

0 − ε′)k2
0

β

d

�
exp

(
−d

�

)
.

The quantity φn in eq. (4) is the field amplitude in the
n-th waveguide and k0

√
ε0 < β < k0

√
ε is the propagation

constant along the z-direction.
To incorporate disorder-immune chiral symmetry in the

non-Hermitian waveguide system, we consider two types
of disorders. For the first type, the distance between a pair
of adjacent waveguides is randomly modified, as shown in
fig. 1(a). Mathematically, insofar as the approximation
� � |xn − xn−1| holds, the general form of the coupled
mode equations remains the same, except that the cou-
pling constant now has a spatial dependence:

C → Cn,n±1 =
(ε − ε0)k2

0

2β

w

�
exp

(
−|xn − xn±1|

�

)
,

C′ → C′
n,n±1 =

(ε′
0 − ε′)k2

0

β

|xn − xn±1|
�

· (5)

× exp
(

−|xn − xn±1|
�

)
,

where |xn − xn±1| = d(1 + ξ1) and ξ1 is a random vari-
able uniformly distributed in [−ΔC, ΔC]. We consider
the weak disorder regime and retain the first-order correc-
tions. In general, random modulation in the waveguide

spacing leads to disorders in both the real and imaginary
parts of the coupling constant. In a matrix representa-
tion of the coupled mode equation, this type of disorders
will be present in the off-diagonal elements only, hence
the term “off-diagonal disorders”. In spite of the presence
of waveguide spacing disorders, the system is still chiral-
symmetric.

While the off-diagonal disorders described above pre-
serve the chiral symmetry of the non-Hermitian system,
the second type of disorders we study break the chiral
symmetry. Conventionally, this can be done by introduc-
ing disorders into the diagonal elements of the coupling
matrix. However, as can be seen from eq. (5), it is not
feasible to introduce diagonal disorders while keeping the
off-diagonal elements unperturbed. Our strategy is then to
randomly modify the real part of the relative permittivity
of the individual waveguides while keeping the imaginary
part identical. This way both diagonal and off-diagonal
disorders are present to break the chiral symmetry, as
shown in fig. 1(b). Mathematically, including this kind
of disorders entails altering the quantities κ and C in the
following manner:

iκ → iκ +
(εn − ε̄)k2

0

2β
tanh

(w

�

)
,

C → Cn,n±1 =
(εn + εn±1 − ε̄ − ε0)k2

0

2β

w

�
exp

(
−d

�

)
,

(6)

where εn is the real relative permittivity of the n-th waveg-
uide and ε̄ is the corresponding average value of all the
waveguides. We set εn = ε(1 + ξ2), where ξ2 is a random
variable uniformly distributed in [−Δβ, Δβ].

To characterize the photon statistics in the non-
Hermitian system, we use the following three quanti-
ties [15]: the normalized intensity correlation g(2)(z), the
intensity probability distribution P (μ̄), and the photon-
number distribution P (nph). In particular, g(2)(z) charac-
terizes the degree of randomness of light in the probability
space of disorder realizations, which is defined as [15]

g(2)
x (z) =

〈I2
x(z)〉

〈Ix(z)〉2 , (7)

where Ix(z) = |φx(z)|2 is the intensity of the electric field
at the x-th waveguide and 〈·〉 denotes ensemble averag-
ing. For coherent light, we have g(2) = 1. For thermalized
(random or chaotic) light, we have g(2) = 2, where the
intensity correlation can be evaluated in the middle of the
waveguide array [15,16]. One may also consider the nor-
malized intensity correlation between a pair of waveguides,
from which non-Gaussian statistics corresponding to pho-
ton antibunching have recently been found [24].

The intensity probability distribution P (μ̄) and the full
photon-number distribution P (nph) can exhibit different
scaling behaviors for different degrees of photon ther-
malization, e.g., coherent, thermalized/chaotic and super-
chaotic. In our study, we set the initial excitation at the
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center of the waveguide array and generate a large num-
ber of realizations of the input intensity, which obey the
coherent Poisson distribution. After the excitation propa-
gates in the waveguides for a certain distance (which is
effectively time), we examine the intensity at the cen-
tral waveguide, which is proportional to the photon num-
bers. The photon-number distribution can be obtained
through the ensemble statistics after considering the ef-
fect of measurement.

For a Hermitian system, the conventional solution ap-
proach is to expand the initial wave function in terms of
the eigenfunctions and then to calculate the time evolu-
tion of each eigenfunction. However, this approach is not
suitable for non-Hermitian systems, as the eigenfunctions
of a non-Hermitian matrix are generally not orthogonal
to each other. We thus resort to direct numerical solu-
tions of the coupled mode equations. For convenience, we
use the same parameters as in the experimental work [11]:
C0 = 0.1 mm−1 to rescale all the parameters, and set

α = 2
(ε′

0 − ε′)
(ε − ε0)

d

w
= −0.15 (8)

to relate C′ to C0 and κ/C0 = 0.3. For adjacent distance
disorders, the unaffected diagonal elements can be re-
moved by incorporating the quantity e−κt into all the wave
amplitudes, i.e., φ(z) = E(z)e−κt. This extra time evolu-
tion term contributes to an overall gain or loss, depending
on the sign of κ, but it is identical for all disorder real-
izations, which can be canceled out when calculating g

(2)
0 .

For disorders in the real relative permittivity, since the
imaginary part is constant, the diagonal iκ term can still
be removed. Other parameters are set to be d = 17 μm,
2w = 5 μm, ε0/ε = 0.2, and d/� ∼ 2.

We choose the initial condition as a single excitation
at the central waveguide. For a Hermitian system, this
choice guarantees that both modes in each chiral pair
have the same weight during propagation, activating the
chiral symmetry. However, in a non-Hermitian system,
orthogonality and completeness are not guaranteed for
the eigenvectors. While it may be possible to design an
input excitation for any specific disorder realization so
that the symmetric-excitation condition is fulfilled, the
gain/loss effects would induce imbalances between each
pair of modes during propagation, defying the symmetric-
excitation condition.

Main results. – To verify the chiral symmetry in
our non-Hermitian system, we examine the eigenvalue
spectrum and the associated eigenfunctions for a typi-
cal realization of the off-diagonal disorder, as shown in
fig. 2. Mathematically, the chiral symmetry requirement
CHC = −H leads to ξm = −ξ−m and φm

n = (−1)nφ−m
n ,

where ξm stands for the real or imaginary part of the m-th
eigenvalue and φm

n is the corresponding eigenfunction at
the n-th waveguide. Figure 2 reveals a continuous ex-
istence of the chiral symmetry even in the presence of
off-diagonal, complex disorders. An alternative way to

-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25

-0.25

0

0.25

0.5

Fig. 2: Properties of non-Hermitian systems with off-diagonal
disorder. (a) Complex eigenvalue spectrum exhibiting an odd
symmetry for both the real and imaginary parts: ξm = −ξ−m.
It is convenient to take the absolute values of the eigenvalues.
The energies in the left panel are negative. (b) A representa-
tive pair of eigenfunctions with the property φm

n = (−1)nφ−m
n .

Shown are the real parts of the eigenfunctions with m = −15.
The imaginary parts share the same symmetry.

test the chiral symmetry is to calculate the commutation
between the Hamiltonian and the chiral symmetry opera-
tor. We note that, if the disorders occur in the real relative
permittivity, the chiral symmetry will be broken.

Figure 3 summarizes our main finding that in non-
Hermitian systems, the previously reported chiral sym-
metry protected photonic thermalization gap disappears.
In particular, figs. 3(a), (b) show the dependence of the
normalized intensity correlation g

(2)
0 on the propagation

distance and the disorder strength for the two types of
disorders. In both cases, a long propagation distance and
a high disorder strength can lead to a relatively high value
g
(2)
0 . This can be understood by noting that the main

source of the randomness in the intensity is the gain/loss
that behaves as ∼ exp (Δ[Im(En)] · t). A higher level of
disorder thus leads to a larger value of Δ[Im(En)], while
a longer propagation distance corresponds to a longer
time. For the second type of disorders (i.e., real rela-
tive permittivity disorders), the values of g

(2)
0 are gen-

erally higher as compared to those with the first type of
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Fig. 3: Behavior of photon thermalization in non-Hermitian
systems subject to random disorders. (a), (b): normalized in-
tensity correlation g

(2)
0 (z) at the center of the waveguide array

as a function of the disorder strength and propagation distance
z for a system with adjacent distance disorder (off-diagonal
disorder) and real relative permittivity disorder, respectively.
The number of waveguides in one array is 51. (c) The cor-
relation measure g

(2)
0 (zC0 = 10) as a function of the disorder

strength for off-diagonal (blue) and permittivity (red) disor-
ders. (d)–(f) Intensity probability distribution P (μ̄) and pho-
ton number distribution P (nph) for a coherent input with a
fixed mean photon number μ̄ = 680 at the input for differ-
ent values of the off-diagonal disorder strength. The intensity
I = |φ|2 is represented by the mean photon number μ̄ while
the initial photon number is set to be I = 1. The left axis indi-
cates P (μ̄) on a linear scale (the blue bar) while the right axis is
a semi-logarithmic representation of P (nph) (red). The dash-
dotted and the dashed curves represent the fitted exponential
and Gaussian-square distributions, respectively, in which the
disorder strengths and the corresponding g(2) values are in-
serted. Due to the system being non-Hermitian, eigenvalues
are complex. Numerically it is necessary to set a finite (albeit
relatively large) distance to prevent energy from diverging.

disorders (i.e., adjacent distance or off-diagonal disorders),
due to the fact that a non-zero value of Δβ induces both
diagonal and off-diagonal disorders. We observe that, in
the small time regime, the main signatures of the Hermi-
tian characteristics of the system as reported in ref. [15]
are retained, i.e., g

(2)
0 tends to decrease with the disorder

strength. However, in the long time (or equivalently, large
distance) regime, g

(2)
0 increases with the disorder strength.

In this regime, the non-Hermitian characteristics domi-
nate, as the main contributions of the imaginary parts of
the eigenvalues are from the exponential term. As a result,
an increase in the disorder strength will be amplified by
the propagation distance, leading to a continuous increase
in the value of g

(2)
0 .

Figure 3(c) shows the behavior of g
(2)
0 vs. the disorder

strength for zC0 = 10. We observe a non-decreasing be-
havior, where the value of g

(2)
0 changes continuously from

unity to about 3. For longer propagation length, the value
of g

(2)
0 can exceed 3, due to the non-Hermitian nature of

the system. Say we consider R realizations of the off-
diagonal order. Except for the overall gain/loss factor κ,
the imaginary parts that govern the evolution of the eigen-
modes are random. After a long time, the difference in the
intensities of the eigenmodes grows exponentially, result-
ing in significant differences in the intensities of the central
waveguide among different realizations. In such a case, we
have

g
(2)
0 (z) =

〈I2
0 (z)〉

〈I0(z)〉2 

I2
0,max(z)/R

(I0,max(z)/R)2
= R, (9)

indicating that g
(2)
0 can approach the upper bound R.

Figures 3(d)–(f) show the full photon number statistics
for the case of off-diagonal disorders for zC0 = 10.0. From
the initial condition, we generate an ensemble of input in-
tensity, with the distribution which can approximately be
described by the Poisson form: P (n) = μ̄ne−μ̄/n! with
the mean photon number μ̄ ≈ 680. Due to gain, the ef-
fective electric field E(z) can reach a large value. Since
φ(z) = E(z)e−κt, the real electric field amplitude can still
be moderate for an appropriate value of κ. Note that the
expression of κ does not depend on the nature of the dis-
orders. We can thus adjust the value of κ to ensure that
the energy of the system has some reasonable value within
a finite distance. Experimentally, the range of the acces-
sible imaginary relative permittivity can be large, where
gain can be realized, e.g., through photon pumping while
loss can be introduced by metal.

Figure 3(d) shows a case in which g
(2)
0 = 1.6451 and

there is a transition from the coherent Poisson distribu-
tion to the thermalized Gaussian distribution. About the
normal thermal state for which g

(2)
0 ≈ 2, the intensity

distribution is exponential: P (I) = (1/μ)e−I/μ, where
μ = 〈nph〉 is the ensemble averaged photon number and
the photon number statistics follow the Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution [15]. For the superthermal state g

(2)
0 ≈ 3, the

intensity should follow a Gaussian-square type of distri-
bution: P (I) = (1/

√
πμI)e−I/μ, which is associated with

a modified Bose-Einstein photon number statistics [15].
These behaviors have indeed been observed. In particular,
in figs. 3(e), (f), the left-side axis is for the blue bar and is
on the linear scale of P (μ̄), and the right axis is for the red
curve P (nph) on a semi-logarithmic scale, where the mean
photon number μ̄ is used to mark the strength of the inten-
sity I. From fig. 3(e), we have g

(2)
0 ≈ 1.97 and there is an

approximately linear dependence of P (nph) on nph on the
semi-logarithmic scale, indicating a Bose-Einstein photon
number distribution. The dash-dotted green fitting line
for the exponential intensity distribution agrees with the
blue bar. In fig. 3(f), we have g

(2)
0 ≈ 2.68, the dependence

of P (nph) on nph on the semilogarithmic scale indicates
a superthermal distribution, where the dashed magenta
fitting curve obeys the Gaussian-square distribution.
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Conclusions. – By developing a form of the coupled
mode equations for non-Hermitian disordered waveguides
systems, we have addressed the question of whether the
recently discovered phenomenon of a chiral symmetry
protected thermalization gap can arise in non-Hermitian
waveguide systems. We have found that Hermitian sym-
metry is a necessary condition for the thermalization gap.
In particular, we have studied the photon number statis-
tics for two types of random disorder: one preserving and
another breaking the chiral symmetry, with the finding
that, regardless of whether there is a chiral symmetry,
the system’s being Hermitian is key to the emergence of
a photonic thermalization gap. Non-Hermitian photonic
systems with gain and loss are typical in realistic situa-
tions. For such systems the underlying photon statistics
will become progressively random with the disorder level,
eliminating the possibility of the emergence of any pho-
tonic thermalization gap.

Previously, non-Hermitian effects are incorporated
into the coupled mode equations in a phenomeno-
logical way [11], where even identical homogeneous
non-Hermitian waveguides possess a complex coupling
coefficient. We have gone beyond the configuration of
identical homogeneous waveguides and derived a more
general form of the non-Hermitian coupled mode equa-
tions. While the focus of our work is on disorder
effects, our general coupled mode equations are suitable
for investigating other system configurations, insofar as
the coupled mode and small perturbation approxima-
tions hold.
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